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Figure 1: Our portrait composite results. We are the first to unify the objectives of both seamless blending and color harmonization in one pipeline. Compared with direct copy-and-paste method, our approach can produce both seamless boundaries and
harmonic color in the composites.

ABSTRACT
Compositing portrait photographs or videos to novel backgrounds
is an important application in computational photography. Seamless blending along boundaries and globally harmonic colors are
two desired properties of the photo-realistic composition of foregrounds and new backgrounds. Existing works are dedicated to
either foreground alpha matte generation or after-blending harmonization, leading to sub-optimal background replacement when
putting foregrounds and backgrounds together. In this work, we
unify the two objectives in a single framework to obtain realistic
portrait image composites. Specifically, we investigate the usage
of a target background and find that a complete background plays
a vital role in both seamlessly blending and harmonization. We
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develop a network to learn the composition process given an imperfect alpha matte with appearance features extracted from the
complete background to adjust color distribution. Our dedicated
usage of a complete background enables realistic portrait image
composition and also temporally stable results on videos. Extensive
quantitative and qualitative experiments on both synthetic and realworld data demonstrate that our method achieves state-of-the-art
performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Portrait compositing aims at generating realistic photographs or
videos by compositing portrait foregrounds and virtual backgrounds,
which is a key technology in the image and video editing, film production, and video conferencing. Although artists can use photo
editing software such as Adobe Photoshop to composite photos,
it requires professional skills and is time-consuming to finish the
task. Therefore an automatic and effective portrait compositing
method is still in great demand. To make the composites realistic, a
desirable method should precisely cut out the portrait foreground
with refined edges and adjust the appearance of the foreground
to better match the background. Previous research works in this
direction separately dedicate to the two sub-tasks as 1) image matting to generate better foreground alpha matte and foreground
color [2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23–25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35] to extract the foreground object layer, and 2) image harmonization to
match the appearance differences (color, brightness, contrast, saturation etc.) of the foreground to the background [4, 6, 9, 18, 20,
28, 30, 32] caused by the lighting conditions, camera settings, and
post-editings. However, we often get unrealistic composite results
in such a two-step pipeline, as shown in Figure 3. We have investigated this and identified the following issues of this two-step
approach.
(1) Although automatic matting (i.e., trimap-free) has made
great progress recently using deep learning, clearly separating the foreground from the background is still challenging
for alpha matting approaches, especially when the background is complicated and when there are transparent parts
in the foreground such as human hairs and lace clothes.
The inaccurate estimation in the matting and the color decontamination can result in artifacts along the foreground
boundaries in the composites.
(2) Traditional harmonization methods [18, 20, 28, 32] rely on
global statistics and have no awareness of the semantic content. They will sometimes generate unnatural colors in the
results. Recently deep learning-based harmonization methods have been proposed and show better performance. They
adjust the foreground appearance after compositing the foreground with the background. This setup can only use parts
of the background information and lead to unsatisfactory
and in-stable harmonization results.
(3) The lack of large-scale and high-quality real-world datasets
also hinders image matting and harmonization performance
in real-world cases.
To tackle this limitation, we propose a novel pipeline for compositing images and videos towards the realism of the final composites. Our method tries to obtain seamless blending around the
foreground object boundary and properly adjust the appearance of
the foreground in one framework. Our method is based on stateof-the-art matting techniques, and our input is a triplet of a source
image or video, a target background, and an imperfect foreground
mask extracted by an off-the-shelf alpha matting method. To alleviate the boundary artifact brought by inaccurate alpha estimation
and linear alpha blending, we propose a learnable blending framework with deep neural networks. Besides, we show that a complete
target background is vital to effectively extract the background
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Figure 2: Comparison between our framework and previous
methods. Prior work usually separates the composition task
into alpha matting and after-blending harmonization. Linear blending is utilized to composite the foreground with
the target background given the predicted alpha mask. We
propose the unified pipeline with the learnable blending and
harmonization process to provide both seamless blending
and color harmonization.
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Figure 3: Compared with two-stage image composition (matting + harmonization), our unified pipeline can achieve more
seamless blending results at boundaries and remedy detail
loss of alpha mask. (Please zoom-in on the digital version)

appearance for image harmonization. We show that it also helps
maintain the temporal consistency for video harmonization. We
note that there is no existing large-scale dataset composed of real
portraits and the accompanying backgrounds. Thus, to prove the effectiveness of our proposed compositing framework, we utilize one
public group-level portrait retouching dataset [14] to synthesize the
training data through compositing one source image onto another
photo within the same group. We experimentally prove that our
framework can generate better composite photos than state-of-theart baselines that mostly separately handle the image compositing
task. We show that our method can also obtain high-quality and
temporally consistent results for video harmonization.
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2.2

Image Harmonization

Image harmonization is a key technique for photo-realistic image
editing. Traditional methods mainly focus on low-level statistics,
such as color distribution [18, 20, 32] and multi-scale various statistics [28]. Deep learning techniques have greatly improved the quality of image harmonization [4–6, 9, 26, 30]. Tsai et al. [30] propose
a deep neural network that can capture both semantic and context
information to harmonize an image. Through training on the synthesized large-scale dataset, they outperform traditional methods.
Cong et al. [4] contribute a public dataset iHarmony4 by generating
synthesized composite images based on four public datasets. Furthermore, they propose an image harmonization method based on
domain verification. Recently, researchers leverage intrinsic decomposition to solve image harmonization problem [6]. They propose a
novel method through harmonizing reflectance and illumination intrinsic images, respectively. Jiang et al. [9] propose a self-supervised
method to learn the separation of content and style of a pair of
images. Their method can get rid of masks during training time.

Ours

Deep learning has shown great advantages in image matting problem [7, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35]. Shen et al. [25]
propose an automatic portrait matting method that is free of user
interactions. DIM [31] is another early work that utilizes deep learning to natural image matting. To leverage both low-level features
and high-level contexts, DIM takes both trimaps and images as
input and defines a two-stage network to predict and refine the
predicted alpha matte. Different from previous works, Hou et al. [7]
propose to simultaneously predict foreground and alpha to obtain
more accurate matting results, especially at edge regions. Due to the
rapid growth of portrait photography, human matting has attracted
great attention among image matting. Liu et al. [17] propose to
leverage the coarse annotated mask to boost the performance of
human matting. A similar idea has also been used in [33]. Recently,
Ke et al. [10] propose MODNet that enables real-time trimap-free
portrait matting. By taking MobileNetV2 as a backbone and the
one-frame delay strategy, MODNet can produce temporal coherent
video matting results in real-time. Zhang et al. [34] propose a joint
pipeline to do image matting and image compositing. However,
their method ignores the harmonization requirement of realistic image compositing. Ren et al. [21] propose to simultaneously optimize
the image matting and harmonization with GAN. However, their
method still relies on linear blending which will cause noticeable
artifacts at boundary regions. Besides, their harmonization pipeline
actually takes incomplete background as input, which will degrade
the performance when the foreground occupies a large region at
the final composites [9].
Thus, even though matting has achieved significant improvement over the years, the problem is still not completely solved yet
and unpleasing artifacts usually appear at boundary regions. The
inaccurate estimation of image matting can bring notable artifacts
for further image composition. Besides, unifying the matting and
harmonization towards final realistic composites is still challenging.

RainNet

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Image Matting

Original results

After substitution

Target style

Figure 4: Analysis on the effectiveness of style control module in RainNet [16] and ours. We substitute the mean and
variance parameters in RainNet to another styles’ values. We
find their results are inconsistent with the target style but
ours are consistent.
However, existing image harmonization methods require a perfect foreground alpha layer when applied to an inharmonic image,
which is not practical in reality.
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PRIOR WORK ANALYSIS

We believe that complete target background is an important component for realistic image compositing, which is overlooked by recent
works. In this section, we first revisit the typical problem setting of
image harmonization in recent publications, and then we analyze
the disadvantages of prior works due to the lack of complete target
backgrounds.
As shown in Figure 2, prior works [4, 16] mainly address the
problem through perturbing the foreground color of real photos and
training deep networks to learn to restore the original foreground
appearance (color, tone, illumination, etc.) in the photos. We argue
that this kind of design may face some potential issues for realistic
compositing.
Firstly, a realistic composite requires seamless blending, which
cannot be achieved without complete backgrounds. Prior harmonization works require linear blending with perfect masks, which
is hard to achieve in reality. As a consequence, linear blending with
such an imperfect mask will produce noticeable artifacts on the
boundaries, as shown in Figure 7. In this work, we show that we can
utilize a learning-based blending method to replace the simple linear blending process, which can effectively alleviate the boundary
artifacts, as shown in Figure 7.
Secondly, extracting the appearance from the partial background
restricts the harmonization performance for the image and will produce inconsistent harmonization results when applied on videos.
We notice that prior methods cannot produce temporally consistent
results even when we compose a moving foreground onto a static
background. We assume that this is due to the distorted incomplete
background affecting the network to produce consistent results.
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Figure 5: Illustration of our generated dataset. Given two photos shot at close time and the same scene, we composite the
foreground of one photo to the other one and assume the composites are harmonic for the supervised training. We also
composite the foreground of the source photo to novel backgrounds and utilize color transfer [20] to generate the input of our
harmonization network, as shown in ‘Input image’.
We take RainNet [16] to verify our assumption. RainNet explicitly formulates the harmonization problem as a style transfer task
and utilizes masked adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) [8] to
transfer the appearance of background to foreground. Surprisingly,
we find that if we substitute the mean and variance parameters of
AdaIN in RainNet to another styles’ values, the results are inconsistent with the target style. Examples are shown in Figure 4. This
implies that the background appearance and foreground content are
still entangled instead of being separated by their proposed regionaware AdaIN, which further hinders the network from producing
temporally consistent results on videos.
Different from prior work, we show that with complete backgrounds, our model can produce seamlessly-blended and globally
harmonic results on images and temporally consistent results on
videos.

4

METHOD

We denote the input portrait image as 𝐼𝑠 , the target background image as 𝐼𝑏𝑔 , the intermediate compositing image as 𝐼𝑐 , the predicted
alpha map as 𝐼𝛼 , and the ground-truth harmonized composite image as 𝐼ℎ . Our network takes 𝐼𝑠 , 𝐼𝛼 , and 𝐼𝑏𝑔 as input, and learns to
predict the compositing image 𝐼ˆ𝑐 and ultimate harmonized compositing image 𝐼ˆℎ . We will analyze the challenges of preparing such
a dataset for training in Section 4.1.

4.1

Realistic data generation

We first list some training data requirements for our task.
1) 𝐼ℎ should be real photos instead of synthetic ones, which is vital
to provide realistic supervision of the model. We also notice that
existing public matting datasets only contain foreground and
alpha masks and thus cannot be used for training our framework.
2) 𝐼𝑏𝑔 should be a complete image without any holes on it, i.e.,
𝐼𝑏𝑔 cannot be the image with its foreground segmented out. Although previous image harmonization methods take such backgrounds as input, we claim that having the complete background
is important to extract the appearance information for realistic
compositing.

However, to meet both requirements 1) and requirement 2), we
need a dataset that contains numerous pairs of the complete background and the person(s) before that background, which is hard
to collect in reality. In this paper, we take a non-trivial attempt
to construct a high-quality realistic dataset that can be a proper
alternative to such a real-world dataset. Specifically, we utilize the
expert-retouched portrait photo groups of [14] to construct our
dataset, where each group is retouched with the same tone. Then
we compose the foreground of one photo to another one in the
same group. Due to the group-level consistency characteristics of
the dataset, we can reasonably assume the composited photographs
are harmonic. To generate the input photos, we additionally collect
1193 background images and apply color transfer to transfer the
color information from backgrounds to the foregrounds, which is
similar to [4, 30]. An illustration of our dataset construction process can be seen as Figure. 5. In practice, we use the public PPR10K
dataset and randomly split one group in the dataset as foreground
and background images, and we recompose the foreground people
to the background ones.

4.2

Blending network

We notice that the boundary values of the predicted alpha mask and
foreground color layer by existing alpha matting methods are hard
to be perfectly accurate. Thus, simple linear alpha blending adopted
in plenty of existing works [4, 9, 16] will introduce unpleasing
artifacts such as color contamination artifact, as shown in Figure. 7.
In this work, we present a CNN-based blending method that can
produce composition results seamlessly with the inaccurate alpha
masks predicted by existing pretrained matting networks, which
can get rid of the color contamination issue at the boundary.
To train our blending network, we collect about 500 pairs of portrait foreground and alpha masks from the public matting dataset [12,
19, 31]. Following the data synthesizing pipeline in [10, 31], we also
collect 140 diverse backgrounds and composite the foregrounds
with alpha blending. In total, we construct 46K images for training
and test. We randomly selected 45K images for training, 200 images for validation, and 900 images for the test set. We design our
blending network as a shallow U-net [22], as shown in Figure. 6.
To enable our blending network to handle the boundary blending

rk detail
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Figure 6: The overview of our framework. Our unified composition pipeline consists of a blending network and a harmonization
network. Given a source photo with its imperfect alpha mask predicted by existing matting methods, our blending network
learns to seamlessly blend the foreground and target background. Our harmonization network thus takes the seamless
composites and the imperfect alpha mask as input and produces the harmonic results. Different from prior works, our
framework can extract the appearance feature from the complete background instead of partially occluded ones.
better, we train the network with both composition loss as well as
boundary loss [7, 10]
𝐿𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑 = ||𝐼ˆ𝑐 − 𝐼𝑐 || 1 + 𝑚𝑑 ||𝐼ˆ𝑐 − 𝐼𝑐 || 1,

(1)

where 𝑚𝑑 is boundary area generated through erosion and dilation
operations [10].

4.3

Harmonization network

Different from previous works [4, 16] that only extract the appearance feature from the masked partial background regions, our
harmonization framework has some advantages with the complete
target backgrounds. We claim two advantages of our new harmonization framework:
1) Being aware of the entire background helps the network to learn
better appearance information from the background and thus
produce more harmonic results than previous works [4, 16],
especially when the foreground occupies a large part of the
photo, which has also been identified in [9].
2) After training on an image harmonization dataset, our framework can be directly applied to video harmonization to produce
temporal consistent harmonization results. We experimentally
show that previous image harmonization methods often generate temporally flickering results when applied to videos.
We use U-net [22] as our backbone network. Similar to [4], we
utilize three attention blocks in the U-net decoder. Unlike previous works, we feed the complete backgrounds to each layer of the
decoder to provide the appearance feature to the foreground. Specifically, We develop two convolutional layers with ReLU activation
functions [1] at each decoder scale to extract appearance features
from the complete backgrounds. Then inspired by AdaIN [8], we
feed the mean and variance parameters of each background feature

to normalize the foreground area:
𝑖
𝐹ℎ,𝑤,𝑐
− 𝜇𝑐𝑖
𝐹¯𝑖 ℎ,𝑤,𝑐 = 𝜇𝑐𝑖 (𝑠 (𝐼𝑏𝑔 ))
+ 𝜎𝑐𝑖 (𝑠 (𝐼𝑏𝑔 )),
𝜎𝑐𝑖

(2)

where 𝜇𝑐𝑖 and 𝜎𝑐𝑖 are the channel-wise mean and variance of the
𝑖
foreground feature 𝐹ℎ,𝑤,𝑐
. 𝜇𝑐𝑖 (𝑠 (𝐼𝑏𝑔 )) and 𝜎𝑐𝑖 (𝑠 (𝐼𝑏𝑔 )) are the mean
and variance of the learned modulation feature map of 𝐼𝑏𝑔 . 𝑠 is
the feature extraction function implemented by two convolutional
layers with ReLU activation.
We adopt reconstruction loss and adversarial loss to train our
network:
𝐿ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛 = 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 𝜆𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 ,

(3)

where 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 = ||𝐼ˆℎ − 𝐼ℎ || 1 and 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 is adopted from Cong et al. [4].
Discussion on the possibility of a one-stage framework.
We design a two-stage network for image compositing due to data
limitation. Our generated dataset in Sec. 4.1 has greatly alleviated
the data shortage of image matting and harmonization. However, it
still requires a large-scale dataset with plenty of triplets of (𝐼𝑠 , 𝐼𝑏𝑔 ,
𝐼ℎ ) for a one-stage framework, whose requirement is hardly to meet
in reality. Thus, our two-stage framework is a more feasible solution
and we demonstrate its good performance for image compositing
with experiments.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental setup
Datasets We use PPR10K [14] to construct our dataset for training
and evaluation. There are 11,161 portrait photos in 1681 groups.
We note that the raw photos within one group may vary a lot
due to the difference in capturing settings and the environmental
lighting conditions. Thus, we take the manual retouched results of
PPR10K, whose objective is to preserve human-region priority and
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Figure 7: Improvement along blending boundaries. Compared with linear blending, our method obtains more seamlessly
blending results, especially along boundaries and the lace regions.
Table 1: Quantitative evaluation with linear blending. We
mainly compare the performance at the unknown regions
of a fake trimap, which is obtained by erosion and dilation
operations [10].
Methods

PSNR ↑

SSIM ↑

Linear blending
Ours

42.525
43.798

0.997
0.998

group-level consistency, for our network training and evaluation.
We use 1356 groups for training, 100 group for validation, and 225
groups for testing. In each group, we extract the foreground from
the the group’s first half and take the second half as the target
background. We additionally collect 1193 background photos from
Internet and [15]. We split 900 backgrounds for training, 93 for
validation, and 200 backgrounds for testing. To further demonstrate
our performance on real-world photos, we also evaluate different
approaches on the real-world harmonization benchmark, RealHM
of [9]. For video harmonization evaluation, we additionally collect
12 portrait videos from the Internet and composite to our collected
backgrounds.
Implementation details We train our seamless blending network and harmonization network separately. We apply random
scaling and random rotation to the foregrounds and apply random
shifts for compositing. We set the learning rate to 1e-4 and train the
blending network for 80 epochs. We apply random flipping to train
our harmonization network. We train our harmonization network
with a learning rate 2e-4 for 114K steps. We resize the training pairs
with resolution 512 × 512 for training both the blending network
and harmonization network.

Table 2: Quantitative comparison with other methods and
controlled experiments.
PSNR ↑

SSIM ↑

DoveNet-pre-trained [4]
RainNet-pre-trained [16]
SSH-pre-trained [9]

25.09
24.71
28.29

0.94
0.93
0.96

DoveNet [4]
RainNet [16]

31.09
33.23

0.95
0.97

Ours-norm-all
Ours-partial-background
Ours

32.483
32.65
33.06

0.97
0.97
0.97

Methods

5.2

Baselines and controlled experiments

We compare our method with following state-of-the-art harmonization models. We also design controlled experiments to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed framework.
Linear blending with MODNet MODNet [10] is the state-ofthe-art automatic human matting method. We use the pre-trained
MODNet to extract alpha masks on our collected matting dataset.
We then take the predicted mask, the source image, and the target
background image as input, the composites with a perfect mask as
ground-truth, to train our blending network. We utilize the ground
truth alpha mask to identify the boundary region with erosion and
dilation operations [10]. We mainly evaluate the effectiveness of
our blending network at boundary regions with the linear blending
method using the predicted mask.
DoveNet Cong et al. [4] publish a large-scale harmonization
dataset through perturbing the foreground color of four public
datasets that provide hard segmentation masks. They also propose
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Figure 8: Comparisons between our framework and baselines. Our method can achieve more realistic harmonization results.
an image harmonization method with domain verification. We
utilize their provided official pre-trained model for our evaluations.
RainNet Ling et al. [16] formulate the image harmonization
method to a style transfer problem with their proposed regionaware AdaIN layers. We utilize their provided official pre-trained
model for our evaluations.
SSH Different from previous image harmonization methods,
Jiang et al. [9] propose a self-supervised framework to learn image
harmonization. Different from ours, they still rely on linear blending
to obtain the composites, which would produce noticeable artifacts
along the boundaries.
Controlled experiments We conduct two ablation studies to
our framework. First, we also utilize the backgrounds to normalize the foreground encoder features, denoted as Ours-norm-all.
Second, we only extract the appearance feature from the partially
occluded backgrounds, similarly as [16]. We denote this ablation as
Ours-partial-background.

Table 3: User study results of preference rate of each method
on the real-world benchmark RealHM [9].
Method
Ratio ↑

5.3

Copy&paste
19%

DoveNet
16%

SSH
19%

RainNet
21%

Ours
25%

Results

Quantitative results To quantitatively prove the effectiveness
of our method, we use PSNR and SSIM to evaluate our blending
and harmonization network. The comparisons with baselines are
reported in Table 1 and Table 2. Compared with linear blending,
our learnable blending network can produce much more accurate
boundary blending results, which is proven by more than 1dB
improvement in PSNR. On the other hand, our harmonization network can outperform SSH to a large extent in terms of PSNR and
SSIM. We explain it as our network can see real-world photos
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Figure 9: Extension to video harmonization. We show that our method can provide visually better and temporally more
consistent video harmonization results than other methods.
during the training process and thus exceed simple color transfer
regimes. Compared with DoveNet, our method can achieve good
improvement in both PSNR and SSIM. This is because our network
can utilize the entire background instead of the partial occludes
ones, which limits the harmonization performance, especially when
the foreground is huge. From the our ablation experiment Ourspartial-background, we also prove that complete background cue
can help the image harmonization task. Compared with RainNet,
we show our model can achieve comparable performance for harmonization. Moreover, prior harmonization networks ignore the
blending process, which may produce unpleasant harmonization
artifacts at boundary regions. Our method takes seamless blending
as objective and produce more realistic composited photographs.
Qualitative results We present qualitative comparisons against
baselines in Figure 8, Figure 7, and Figure 9. Note that we use the
real-world harmonization benchmark RealHM [9] for comparing
harmonization performance. In Figure. 7, we show that the linear
blending will produce noticeable artifacts at the blending boundary.
Our learnable blending, however, can seamlessly blend the foreground and background together, even at lace regions. In Figure 8,
we show that SSH mainly produces color transfer from the target
background to source images and overlooks the photorealism aspect
of image harmonization, which results in unrealistic harmonization
results compared with other methods. Compared with DoveNet and
RainNet, our method can produce more harmonic results, which
achieve a good balance between color saturation and brightness. In
Figure 9, we show that our method can achieve more temporally
consistent results on video harmonization. We explain it as our
method can achieve a better content-style disentanglement than
baselines through only inferring appearance from the complete
backgrounds.

User study We conduct a user study to compare our results
with baselines on a real-world benchmark provided by [9]. There
are 198 portrait foreground/background pairs in the benchmark
dataset. Each image is processed by five methods: copy-and-paste,
DoveNet [4], RainNet [16], SSH [9], and ours. We split 198 images
into 5 groups and assigned each group 5 persons to do the user
study. We ask all the subjects to select the best results in each
pair according to the factor: 1) the foreground should be harmonic
with the background when considering color and illumination; 2)
the composite images should be realistic without strange colors,
especially at the skin regions. The results can be seen in Table 3.
Interestingly, the copy-and-paste method has a similar preference
rate with DoveNet and SSH. Our method has the highest preference
rate among all the baselines.

6

CONCLUSION

We propose a unified pipeline to realistic image composition. Besides global color harmonization, we also regard seamless blending
as another important objective for realistic photo composition,
which is often overlooked by prior works. Our key insight is that
complete target backgrounds play a vital role in both seamless blending and image harmonization. Instead of utilizing linear blending
by prior works, we show that we can learn the blending process
to remedy the boundary artifacts. Besides, we explicitly extract
the appearance from the complete background to adjust the foreground features through AdaIN. We demonstrate that our proposed
framework can produce both seamless blending and harmonic color
adjustment for both images and videos. Our limitation mainly lies in
the insufficiency of the existing matting datasets. If the large-scale
matting dataset where real photos and alpha masks are provided,
we can largely integrate our blending and harmonization network
together to bring more compact models.
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